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Volleyball earns emotional five-set
victory versus ECU -sEESPORTS,As
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Real
UCF
Ticket
cleared

THUNDER IN
INTERNATIONAL
R ssian billionaire Roman Abramovich,
the owner ofsoccer giant Chelsea, has
deci~ed to build another yatch - this
one a550-foot behemoth.According to
the DailyMail in the U.K., Abramovich's
~tch will have two helicopter pads,
raqar equipment to warn of incoming
r<Jfkets,a hospital and a submarine.
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Election results
will not change
JEFFREY RILEY
Online News Editor
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G DAND PRAYER
AND DOGS,

I

The ~lgrim Congregational Church in
Weymouth, Mass., has decided to open
its doors to God-fearing pets. Rev. Rachel
Bickford and the church launched what
she hopes will be a weekly"Woof'n'
Worship"service Sunday,where people
c.an bring their pets. Bickford said she got
the idea from a Psalm that talks about
"letting all living things praise the Lord."
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Author Julia Alvarez, who wrote novels such as fn the Time ofrhe Butrerffies and the essay collection Something to Declare, spoke to a full room of fans at the Student Union Monday.
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Breaking
news on
your cell

Visiting author expresses how
stories connect past and future

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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SMPSTOHOST
INTERNSHIP EXPO ON
THURSDAY AT UNION

MARIA NUNEZ
Contributing Writer

he Visiting Author
Series hosted by
the English Department
brought
author Julia Alvarez
to UCF on Monday night.

T

The Pegasus Ballroom was
packed with eager students, listening to the
speech Alvarez delivered.
Known for books such
as In the Time of the Butter-

The Society of Marketing Professional
Services and the Sales Club are
hosting a business and internship
expo for students on Thursday in
Pegasus Ballroom Dat the Student
Union from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

flies and How the Garcia
Girls Lost Their Accents,
Alvarez shared with students her philosophy on
storytelling and the significance that reading and
writing has on humanity.
"Nothing human is alien
to the pen of the novelist,"
Alvarez said.
Alvarez describes reading as "being in a circle
gathered around a warm
center of common humanity." Alvarez said humans
are the only species that
takes narratives and strings
them together and passes
them on. The stories that
we tell connect us to our
past and can bring us to our

future.
Such is the power of the
story and the written word
that she mentions how in a
dictatorship, very much
like the one experienced in
her native Dominican
Republic,
the
story
becomes replaced. Alvarez
said history textbooks are
rewritten, and books are
censored. Because of this
the story loses its voice and
power. A dictatorship
destroys what reading is all
about the liberating
experience in which you
become someone else.
"Unlike other young
PLEASE SEE

AUTHOR'S ON A6

CRITICS PAN PLAN BY
FLORIDA FOR
RENEWABLE ENERGY
Critics say a proposed renewable
energy rule that Florida utility
regulators are considering would be
one of the weakest in the nation.
Environmentalists assailed the
proposal Tuesday by the staff of Public
Service commission.

NATION & WORLD, A4

IRAN FORCES HUNGARY
PLANE TO LAND AFTER
ENTERING AIRSPACE
Iran forced an aircraft c.arrying
Hungarian military officials to land after
it entered its airspace, Hungary's
Defense Ministry said Tuesday.The
plane was allowed to continue after it
determined the entry was accidental.
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Jogging
woman
shoved,
spit on
TARA YOUNG & MARK SCHAUB
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The Student Government
Association Senate election
results will stand after an
elections violation hearing
Monday.
With a vote of 0-7, the Real
UCF Ticket was found by the
SGA Elections Commission
to be in neither major nor
minor violation of elections
statutes.
"I'm very pleased that the
Elections Commission was
able to look at the statutes
and see that this violation
didn't pertain to them," said
Justin Klein, College of Medicine Seat 1.
Klein was the representative for the Real UCF Ticket
during the hearing.
Stephen Schumacher, who
lost a race for College of Business Seat 1, was the represen-tative for fae Golden Ticket
during the hearing.
Schumacher was not
pleased about the dismissal of
his ticket's complaints.
"I think it's true that there
is a definite bias here in sru-

NOVEL TO MOVIE

TARA YOUNG/ CENTRAL flDRIOA FUTURE

Books written by the author Julia Alvarez line a table set up outside the Pegasus Ballroom in
the Student Union. Alvarez spoke to a packed-room of fans about her career and experience. .

UCF's green goals
reach to the STARS
MATTHEW BEATON
Contributing Writer

As UCF looks to maintain a
cleaner more environmentally
friendly campus, it has taken
part in the Sustainability, Tracking, Assessment, and Rating
System - STARS - program.
The system was created and
developed by the Association
for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education.
This self-assessed rating system's pilot phase was launched
by UCF on Feb., 4.
More than 90 colleges and
universities are participating in
the current pilot phase. These

One of Alvarez's books was made into a TV
movie in 2001 . Starring Selma Hayek,
Edward James Olmos and Marc Anthony, In
The Time Of The Butterflies, was a story
about three Mirabal sisters who, in 1960,
were murdered for their part in an underground plot to overthrow Rafael Leonidas
Trujillo Molfna's dictatorship, who ruled the
Dominican Republic from 1930 until his
assassination in 1961.

STARS
SUSTAINABILITY TRACKING, ASSESSMENT & RATING SYSTEM
STARS is a voluntary, self-reporting framework for gauging relative progress toward
sustainability for colleges and universities. The development of STARS is guided by
a Steering Committee, Strategic Advisors, and Technic.al Advisors.

schools range from large,
40,000-plus student campuses
STARS IS DESIGNED TO:
like UCF, all the way down to
1. Provide a guide for advancing sustainability in all sectors of higher educ.ation.
small campuses with fewer
2. Enable meaningful comparisons overtime and across institutions by establishing
than 3,000 students. The
a common standard of measurement for sustainability in higher education.
STARS program requires no
3. Create incentives for continual improvement toward sustainability.
specific criteria for its pilot
4. Facilitate information sharing about higher education sustainability practices and
phase. There are a smattering of
performance.
public and private schools
5.
Build a stronger, more diverse campus sustainability community.
which vary in geographical
location across the United
- WWW.AASHE.ORG
States and Canada
''Right now STARS is in the system and seeing how it works and uses feedback from UCF
pilot phase," said Julian and giving us the feedback on and the other participating
Dautremont-Smith, a member how to make it easier to collect schools, AASHE hopes to propof the STARS steering commit- the data or better reflect the erly modify and adj~t any
tee and AASHE's Associate sustainability goals."
defects in the STARS program.
Director. ''Which is really doing
As the current pilot phase
a favor to us; it's testing out the works out the system's glitches
PLEASE SEE SCHOOLS ON A7

News Editor and Staff Writer

A woman jogging alone on
the Apollo circle sidewalk near
the Arboretum on Monday,
Sept. 30, was pushed to the
ground, spit on and warned to
not run in the area again,
according to the UCF Police
Department.
The man reportedly told
the woman she should not be
running around at night and
then ran into the Arboretum
and disappeared, according to
police reports.
UCF police officer Cpl
James Roop said he has never
seen any case like this one.
"In two meetings I was in
today, we were discussing this
case, and in several years in
law enforcement, we've never
heard of anything like this
before," Roop said
The woman advised the
officers that the male may have
come out of the construction
area near the Engineering ill
building.
The woman told police he
was a very skinny, white man,
about 6-foot-l, with shaggy
hair and wearing a white shirt
and baggy shorts. She told

m

For the full police
report, go to:
www.UCFNews.com
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Internship expo held Thursday
The Society of Marketing
Professional Services and the
Sales Club are hosting a business and internship expo for
• students on Thursday in Pegasus Ballroom D at the Student
Union from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Representatives from more
than 30 employers, including
the Orlando Magic, Hershey's,
Ea.ward Jones Investments,
Northwestern Mutual and the
Miami Dolphins will be available.

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

October 8, 2008
Vol 40, Issue 87 • 12 Pages
The Central Florida Future is the Independent, studentwritten newspaper at the Unive!lity of Central Aorlda.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the Univer.iity administration. All content is property of
the Centro/ Florida Future and may not be reprinted in
or in whole without pem1ission from the publisher.

Learn training from Victim Services
Learn how to work effectively with someone that discloses a traumatic event or victimization during Victim
Services training Thursday in
the Pegasus Ballroom at the
Student Union from 1 p.m. to 5
p.m.
The training is for three
days, and you must attend all
, three days to get your certifica1 tion.
For more information, con' tact Lashawn Rivera at 4071823-6333
or
e-mail
larivera@mail.uc£edu.

'

'Art exhibit opens at VAB Monday
There will be an art exhibit
by Obed Gomez and Pedro
Brull in the Art Gallery at the
, Visual Arts Building on Monday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The event is sponsored by
- the 4th UCF Latin American
. Cultural Festival of Orlando, as
· well as the Latin American,
Caribbean and Latino Studies
Program and the. Art department.
For more information, contact Jose M. Maunez-Cuadra at
407-823-1173 or e-mail latinamerica@mail.uc£edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Critics say a proposed renewable
energy rule would be weak
TALLAHASSEE - Critics
say a proposed renewable energy rule that Florida utility regulators are considering would be
one of the weakest in the
nation.
Environmentalists
and
renewable industry representatives assailed the proposal
Tuesday by the staff of the Public Service Commission.
It calls for Florida to get 20
percent of its electrical energy
from renewable sources such
as wind, solar and biomass but not until 2041. Other states
have set 20 percent goals as
early as 2010.
The commission can m~e
changes in the staff recommendation before formally proposing the rule next Tuesday.
The panel will hold a public
hearing in December and probably vote in January. The rule
then would go to the Legislature for final action.

E-mails surface between
superintendent, former reporter

•

•

MIAMI - The new superintendent of Miami-Dade
County's public schools who
has repeatedly denied having a
romantic relationship with a
former reporter who covered
the district responded with
"love" to e-mails from the
woman, The Miami Herald
reported Tuesday.
Alberto Carvalho, 44, who is
married, released a statement
. calling the new e-mails a "personal attack," but he did not say
whether they were authentic.
The messages, sent anonymously to the paper, were
allegedly between him and former Herald education reporter
Tania deLuzuriaga, who covered Miami-Dade schools from
October 2006 to September
2007.
"The dredging up of old,
alleged e-mails, regardless of
their legitimacy appears to be a
personal attack with no relevance to my ability to lead this
district towards financial stability," Carvalho said in Monday's statement.
His leadership will be the
- issue Friday, when the MiamiDade school board considers
ratifying his proposed threeyear contract to run the state's
- largest district.
"The question here is how
PLEASE SEE
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Students create project to help homeless

Online.CFF@gmailrom

Opinions Editors
Nathan Christopher and
Jessica Saggio x213

CAITLIN BATTERSBY

Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Contributing Writer

Sports Editor
Brian Murphy x215

Four UCF students are
trying to help Orlando's
homeless
community
through relationships and a
project called Home Sweet
Homeless.
Ben Kuykendall, a UCF
student and the communications director of Home Sweet
Homeless, said he thought
the biggest problem homeless people had "wasn't necessarily that they didn't have
a place to sleep at night or
that they might smell bad, but
was they didn't have anyone
to really talk to them or care
about them."
Home Sweet Homeless
organizes potlucks at Lake
Eola Park once a month,
where they share food, music
and conversations with
homeless people. Events are
usually the second Saturday
ofthemonth
They also organize a
movie night on the third _Fri:day of each month where
they meet at Lake Eola and
take their homeless friends to
a movie theater on Colonial
Drive that charges $2 a
movie.
"It's just another way we
try to include the human element in what we do," Kuykendall said. "Going to the
movies is something people
do for fun, with their friends,
and we want t.o have fun and
make friends with the homeless, not simply feel good that
we've fed them every so
often."
Members also try to share
art·with their new friends.
Cameron Dawson, a UCF
student and administrative
director of the organization,
said sh~ became a part of the
group of organizers to help
plan a Christmas Show.
''The arts are such a luxury in our society," Dawson
said. "But I think they are
essential to humanity."
Dawson said they used
the Lake Eola Amphitheater
for the Christmas event and
had four or five musical acts .
perform.
'We had over 1,000 cookies that people donated,"
Dawson said
Dawson said one of the
reasons Home Sweet Homeless activities are at Lake Eola
is its proximity to the homeless shelters. Another reason
is its presence in the community. She said their potlucks
were, "quietly screaming out
... 'Hey! We're here. This is
what it's all about. This is love
your brother."'
Jordan Mitchell, a UCF
student and the events coor-

PHOTOS COURTESY CHERYL TRAUGOTT

Homeless people participate in a Home Sweet Homeless event. Home Sweet
Homeless is a group created by four UCF students that aims to not only feed the
homeless, but also to interact with them and form friendships and relationships.

dinator, said, as the leaders,
they want ''to reject the claim
in our culture that the homeless aren't valuable, to come
out of our comfort, to come
out of our homes - our little
isolated suburban islands and look at people that we
would normally just ignore."
He said that the group is
trying to say with their
actions, ''No, these people are
valuable to us. And they have
a lot to teach us. And they're
the same as us."
''They can still find a way
to be grateful for just a meal
or just a conversation,"
Mitchell said "And we in our
infinite wealth can't seem to
be satisfied with everything.
So it has been a gcxxi teacher
to me in just learning to be
grateful"
.
The potlucks are usually
on the grass under some
trees near East Robinson
Street and North Eola Drive.
Volunteers, organizers and
some of the homeless themselves lay mismatched blankets on the ground. Then
they place donated food on
each blanket. There is fried ,
chicken, pizza, spaghetti,
bread,
muffins,
chips,
oranges and whatever else
has been donated that month
When the potluck _begins,

25 homeless people are
served at each blanket.
'We're not about lines
here," Executive Director
David Blackwell said
He said the faster everyone gets their food, the sooner they can all sit_down and
start a conversation.
"The social boundaries
that are being broken by what
we do are my favorite part
about it," Dawson said
The potlucks last about
four hours. There are
teenagers sitting on the
ground playing acoustic guitars. There are children,
teenagers and adults playing
volleyball in the sun. Some of
the homeless people look
through bags of donated
clothes. A girl walks from
group to group asking if anyone wants a free sticker. A
couple holds hands as they
nap in the shade.
"For ~s, it's really just
about making them feel
human and giving them
some of their dignity
back.The cycle of poverty is
so vicious,'' Blackwell said.
''They just really need somebody to love on them and
kind ofhelp them out and just
walk with them."
The leaders of Home
Sweet Homeless said the

work is rewarding but can be
challenging.
''You feel like you're being
a parent to a 50-year-old
sometimes," Mitchell said
Mitchell recalls one example in particulat
''There's this lady, Teresa,
who ever since we've known
her she's been pregnant with
triplets," Mitchell said. "But
we've known her for 12
months. So she's not pregnant with triplets. But she
had us duped for a while
because she clearly looks like
she's pregnant."
He laughed and said, ''But
we love her to death and she
lies to us out ofthe side ofher
mouth all the time."
Mitchell also said the program is groW1ded in hard
reality.
''The romanticism is gone
for me completely;" Mitchell
said
"There's
nothing
romantic about Home 'sweet
Homeless or working with
people who live on the street.
There's something beautiful
about it. But you rarely have
success stories."
He feels that part of the
job is frustrating to see some
homeless people who are
offered second chances, pass
them by.
"I just see it in so many
people: there's something
that holds them back from
taking a second chance,"
Mitchell said ''You're holding
it in their face saying, 'look
you can have a second
chance and it's not going to
cost you anything,' and so
many don't take it."
Kuykendall feels some
frustration too.
''Every now and then rm
like Tm 20-years-old,'' Kuykendall said. "Why am I not
doing what everyone else is
doing and having fun 24/7?
This~cks."
He said the success stories
that he has witnessed , however, make him remember,
''there's a reason for doing
this."
. Dawson said Home Sweet
Homeless hoped to make a
clubatUCE
'We want to get to know
these people,'' Dawson said
'We want to love them for
who they are and help them
love themselves so that they
can get themselves off the
streets. And whatever we can
do to help them help themselves is, I think, what we
want to do."
The next potluck will be
on Saturday.
The next movie night will
beOct.17.
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LET US KNOW

LOCAL WEATHER
Today
THUNDER
SHOWERS

. High:85°
Low:72°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Thunder showers during the
day with winds from the east-southeast at 10 mph.
Tonight:Thunderstorms in the early
evening with a maximum humidity
of 86 percent

Thursday

High: 85°
SCATTERED T-STORM Low: 70°
High: as 0
SCATTERED T-STORM Low: 71 °

Friday

The Future wants to hear
· from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday' edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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Nursing school takes no scrubs
CARMEN VILLAFANE
Contributing Writer

It's the only degree program at UCF where professors
can tell you what kind of
underwear is appropriate for
class.
For the students in UCF's
College of Nursing, the
undergraduate student handbook delineates strict rules and
regulations on everything from
\ class attendance to ·proper
undergarments.
Future nurses on campus
wear white scrubs with the
UCF College of Nursing written on the left side ofthe chest
Once students are accepted
into the program, the nursing
student handbook gets even
more specific as to their attire.
The handbook states:
"Single colored, opaque undergarments must be worn and
are to closely match the wearer's skin tone. Underpants
must be worn and cover from
the waist to the gluteal folds.
Thong styles are not acceptable."
Patricia Leli, the undergraduate coordinator for the basic
and accelerated programs
within the College of Nursing
said the rules come from their
own "sense of professionalism."
"Ifsomeone is bending over
and we see that they didn't follow the rules, we just call them
over,'' Leli said
~'The hospitals are worse
th
we are. A lot [of the
rul~ ] come from hospital
gu elines," said Linda Hennig, :r,sociate dean of undergraduate affairs for the College bf Nursing.
The strict rules do not bother Laura Baker, a new student
in the basic program.
"The dress code is to promote professionalism so it is
fair, but also weird,'' Baker, 20,
said. "I mean, granny panties
under white pants seems
pretty distracting to me, but it
is better than seeing nothing
at all."
Chelsea Vandemark, 20,
also in the basic program,
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UCF's College of Nursing began in 1979 as the School of Nursing. It officially became UCF's 11th college on July 1,2007, with four tracks.

echoed Baker and said the
rules "help the program stay
elite and weed out the' people
who really don't care and don't
appreciate the experience they
are getting."
The College of Nursing
began in 1979 as the School of
Nursing. It became UCF's 11th
college on July 1, 2007. The college had 371 graduates from the
four tracks in the 2007-08
school year. The different pro->
grams are geared toward students in various life stages.
The basic Bachelor of
Science in nursing program is
geared toward traditional
undergraduate students and is
very competitive. Over 400
applications were submitted
for entrance this semester.
The accelerated program is
intended for students who
already have a bachelor's
degree but would like to pursue a second one in nursing.
There are also options for

practicing registered nurses to
attain a bachelor's degree as
well as ways for associate's
degree students to complete
their education
Students in all the programs
have a rigorous schedule, Leli
said. For the last semester of
the basic program, students
must attain 165 contact hours.
On top of their regular coursework, student nurses are
required to attend clinicals. In
this learning component, they
observe nurses working in the
field at various agencies
throughout Orlando.
Vandemark said the load of
coursework is fair.
"I think the program prepares you for basically what
you would see on shift at a typical hospital in this area,'' Vandemark said ''You get to have a
lot of patient and community
interaction, which is very
hands-on and fun. This also
allows you to build confidence

$13.99

in skills to perform in the real
world"
· "To get into the program,
they have to be top-notch,
upper-division students,'' Leli
said
"They want to be here,"
Hennig said
Hennig stated that more
than 90 percent of graduates
pass the state board exams and
said, "They are very well-qualified"
Vandemark and l3aker are
both drawn to the field
because of the ability to help
others.
''You get to physically care
for people and make a difference in someone's life daily,"
Vandemark said
''I loving caring for others,
being challenged and being
active,'' Baker said. "I could
never have a desk job and love
leaving a place feeling like I
made a difference. Nursing
offers me all of those things."

Simply stunnnng looks fu?t will "1fJke you wish the night wouk1 never end
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What is Phi Kappa Phi?
SAKCHAI LAUT/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Anti-government protestors try to flee from tear gas in front of Parliament in
Bangkok, Thailand, on Tuesday. Protestors are calling for the government to resign.

Hungary Defense Ministry says
Iran forced down aircraft

Cell phone sniffin9 dog noses
around Florida pnsons
FORT LAUDERDALE At her coming-out party on
Tuesday in a prison parking
lot, Razor the dog sniffed one
wooden box, lunged at and
jumped over a second, then
smelled a third and promptly
sat down next to it. It contained three cell phones,
earning a scratch behind the
ears and play time with a tennis ball.
Meet Razor, the first dog
trained to find contraband
cell phones in Florida's prisons.
She's still in training, but
corrections officials put the
14-month-old
Malinois
through her paces Tuesday
for reporters.
When she joins the corrections department in mid
to late November, Razor will
help enforce a new law making cell phones in prisons
illegal. The law went into
effect Oct. 1.
Previously, inmates who
were caught with phones
could lose privileges 01; lose
time off their sentence they'd
earned for good behavior.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Prosecutors not pursuing charges
against Tulane frat members

•

I

Keep current with headlines from around the globe

he reacted That's an issue of
character," said board Chairman Agustin Barrera "That's
the issue that a lot of us are
weighing. If he did something
wrong, he should have
owned up to it."
New e-mails show that
their alleged correspondence
appeared to continue after
deLuzuriaga left The Herald
for a job as an education
reporter at the Boston Globe.
A school spokesman said
Monday that the e-mails
could not be authenticated
because only messages that
Carvalho had saved can be
retrieved, and none were
found from his private
account.

•
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NEW ORLEANS - Prosecutors are not pursuing criminal charges against seven
Tulane University fraternity
members accused of burning
pledges with .boiling water
during an initiation.
Tuesday's announcement
by the Orleans Parish district
attorney's office leaves three
other members of Tulane's Pi
Kappa Alpha chapter still facing felony battery charges, but
a defense attorney expected
those cases to be resolved the
same way Wednesday.
Nayita Wilson, a spokeswoman for the district attorney's office, said she can't
comment on why prosecutors
refused to charge the seven
fraternity members because
the cases against three others
are scheduled; to be heard in
court Wednesday. Wilson also
declined to comment on those
pending cases.
Erin Hangartner, an attorney for fraternity . member
Oded Nissim, 20, of New
York, said the district attorney's office told her that they
aren't proceeding with any of
the cases because one of the
alleged victims "didn't want to
move forward"
"My client is incredibly
relieved," Hangartner said,
adding, "This was just a tragic
accident."
· In May, 10 members of the
Pi Kappa Alpha chapter were
booked on charges of aggra. vated second-degree battery.
Police said two students were
treated for severe bums after
they were scalded with water
from a hot crab boil
The fraternity members
whose cases were resolved
Tuesday are: Joseph Lorono,
21; Graham Carron, 21; Jeremy
Bendat, 22; Kevin Dunn, 21;
Nicholas Maddern, 22; Danny
Lazzeri Jr., 20; William S.
Dougherty Jr., 21 Hearings are
scheduled Wednesday for
Nissim; Preston Gelman, 21;
and Joseph Stephens, 23.
Both Tulane and the fraternity's national organization
suspended the chapter after
the incident.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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TEHRAN, Iran - Iran
forced an aircraft carrying
Hungarian military officials
to land after it entered its
airspace,
Hungary's
Defense Ministry said
Tuesday.
The plane was allowed
to continue to Afghanistan
after it was determined the
entry was accidental.
The ministry said the
airplane, carrying a fourmember Hungarian military delegation, had strayed
into Iran's airspace on Sept.
30 because of an administrative error."
''.After clearing up the
problem, the airplane was
able to continue its journey
to Afghanistan," the ministry said in a statement
released in Budapest.
The military personnel
were part of a Hungarian
team that took over direction of Kabul's international
airport this month, it said,
adding that they were flying
in a civilian Hawker 800
plane rented from the pri. vate Hungarian firm JAS
Cargoways.
Ir an's semi-official Fars
news agency had initially
reported that the plane was
American and was carrying
five military officials and
three civilians from Turkey
to Afghanistan when it was
forced by the Iranian air
force to land at an airport
for questioning.
The report prompted a
denial from the U.S. military's Central Command,
which said in a statement
from its headquarters in
Doha, ~tar, that no American plane was involved.
Later, Iran's official Arabic-language television station, Al-Alam, quoted an
unidentified senior Iranian
military official as saying
the plane belonged either to
a British or Hungarian relief
agehcy. i
Both
Iranian
news
reports said Iranian officials
questioned the passengers
and determined that the
entry had been accidental,
and that · the plane was
allowed to continue to
Afghanistan the following
day. ,

Hindu, Buddhist priests appoint
3-year-old girls as goddess
KATMANDU, Nepal Hindu and Buddhist priests
chanted sacred :qymns and
cascaded flowers
and
grains of rice over a 3-yearold girl who was appointed
a living goddess in Nepal on
Tuesday.
Wrapped in red silk and
adorned with red flowers in
her hair, Matani Shakya
received approval from the
priests and President Ram
Baran Yadav in a centuriesold tradition with deep ties
to Nepal's monarchy, which
was abolished in May.
The new "kumari" or living goddess, was carried
from her parents' home to
an ancient palatial temple
in the heart of the Nepali
capital, Katmandu, where
she will live until she reaches puberty and loses her
divine status.
She will be worshipped
by Hindus and Buddhists as
an incarnation of the powerful Hindu deity Taleju. ·
A panel of judges conducted a series of ancient
ceremonies to select the
goddess from several 2- to
4-year-old girls who are all
members of the impoverished Shakya goldsmith
caste.
The judges read the candidates' horoscopes and
check each one for physical
imperfections. The living
goddess must have perfect

hair, eyes, teeth and skin
with no scars, and should
not be afraid of the dark.
As a final test, the living
goddess must spend a night
alone in a room among the
heads of ritually slaughtered goats and buffaloes
without showing fear.
Having passed all the
tests, the child will stay in
almost complete isolation
at the temple, and will be
allowed to return to her
family only at the onset of
menstruation when a new
goddess will be named to
replace her.

Prestige: Phi Kappa Phi is the nation's oldest,
largest and most selective all-discipline academic
honor society.
High Standards: Only the top 10% of seniors
and 7.5% of juniors, having completed at least 72
semester hours, are eligible for membership.
Graduate students in the top 10% also qualify.
Awards: Phi Kappa Phi awards more than
$800,000 annually. No other honor society award
as much.

American, 2Japanese win
Nobel Prize for physics
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
- Two Japanese citizens
and an American won the
2008 Nobel Prize in physics
on Tuesday for discoveries
that help explain the behavior of the smallest particles
of matter.
American
Yoichiro
Nambu, 87, of the University of Chicago, won half of
the 10 million kronor ($1.4
million) prize for the discovery of a mechanism
called spontaneous broken
symmetry.
Makoto Kobayashi and
Toshihide Maskawa of
Japan shared the other half
of the prize for discovering
the origin of the broken
symmetry that predicted
the existence of at least
three families of quarks in
nature.
The academy said the
trio "presented theoretical
insights that give us a deeper understanding of what
happens far inside the tiniest building blocks of matter."

Look for your invitation soon!
For more information, please contact:
·or. Diane .I. Neff, President
Chapter 232
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
PhiKappaPhi@mail.ucf.edu
or
dneff@mail.ucf.edu

- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Membership in Phi Kappa Phi does not conflict with
membership in other honor societies.
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Thai protestors riot around
Parliament, hundreds injured
BANGKOK, Thailand Thai protesters demanding
the government resign set
fire to cars and threw bottles and metal barricades at
police, who used tear gas to
break through their blockade around Parliament
Tuesday. At least one person was killed and more 350
were injured.
Unarmed military forces
were deployed to quell the
unrest, an army spokesman
said.
It was the most violent
and widespread unrest in
Thailand's six-week political crisis in which protesters have tried to force out
supporters of Thaksin Shinawatra, the premier ousted
in 2006 amid allegations of
corruption.
Tensions began building
Monday night when protesters surrounded Parliament, erecting barbed wire
and tire barricades.
· They vowed to block
Prime Minister Somchai
Wongsawat from entering
to deliver a policy statement to lawmakers Tuesday. Somchai is Thaksin's
brother-in-law.
The violence erupted
early in the morning when
police first cleared the
street outside Parliament so
the prime minister and
other l.;:Nmakers could
enter. Rioting protesters set
fire to parked cars, trucks
and vans.
Clashes
continued
throughout the day, with
police firing tear gas at protesters, who were armed
with batons and slingshots
and who threw bottles,
metal barriers and firecrackers at police.
In the afternoon, riot
police fired volleys of tear
gas to break through the
protesters' cordon so the
lawmakers could leave.
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SHARON WEAVER

the lack of opportunities for
its people," Stewart said
Stewart said young people
UCF educational studies are also frustr;ited "by mobilassistant pro- ity restrictions and even culfessor. . Trae tural ideology about what
Stewart
they can/can not do." traveled
to
On his actual evaluation to
Ramallah,
EDC, Stewart explained this
Palestine to cultural ideology he menevaluate
tioned. Palestinian youth are
Ruwwad, a v i ~ of an "adult-centered
youthtraditional culture, [ where]
Stewart
empoweryouth are seen as immature
. ment organi- and inexperienced in life," he
zation and service-learning wrote. He also wrote that the
program.
youth are placed in a
Ruwwad is funded by '"holding tank' until they are
United States Agency for determined to be of worth to
International Development's society."
West Bank/Gaza Mission and
Stewart also explained in
is implemented by Education the evaluation how the PalesDevelopment Center, a non- tinian/lsraeli conflict and the
governmental organization _ mobility restriction it causes
based in Massachusetts. EDC affects the youth of the area.
contracted Stewart to do the
"Palestinian youth are a
evaluation, and his visit to the 'trapped majority,' who find
area lasted from July 24 to . themselves in a struggle for
Aug.12.
.
self-definition amidst uncer·D uring his travel to the tain notions of nationhood
Middle East, Stewart traveled and positions of margioalizathrough the West Bank, . tion within their own cultural
including Heb:i:on, Nablus, -context," Stewart wrote.
and Jerusalem. Stewart said ·
Still, Stewart is confident
he found ·t he Palestinians to in the change the youth can
be ''warm, welcoming, intelli- make in Palestine. He said
gent, hospitable ... fiercely they are well-educated, seek
proud of their culture and its new experiences for selfofferings."
development, are creative
He also found the youth to and 'w ant to develop an indebe frustrated.
pendent'Palestine._
"They are frustrated by
· Stewart recognizes the difIsrael'~ documented illegal ficulties that the young peooccup tion of its lands and pie are up against, like the
Contributing Writer
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Palestinian he came to a conclusion: "Education is a stronger
weapon than an F-16 or M-16,''
he said. That is what he wants
to show young people of the
' West Bank and Gaza area
through Ruwwad.
Stewart joined UCF in
August 2003, and his research
interest in education and service-learning earned him several
awards, including an Excellence
in Undergraduate Teaching
Award and a Service-Leaming Faculty Recognition Award
from U_GF, according to the College of Education's web page.
Stewart said there are several things the American youth
and UCF students can learn
from the youth in Palestine.
"First of all, appreciate the
opportunities and freedom you
have," he said. "Second ...
celebrate what you have, use
the intelligence, resources, connections, support, and opportunities to reach out beyond
COURTESYTRAE STEWART
attaining a job.
During his trip to Palestine, Trae Stewart traveled through the West Bank, induding places such as Hebron, Nablus and Jerusalem.
"Third, you are never too
young people out of a total pop- young," Stewart said, "Youth are
Israeli occupation, poverty teamwork, motivation, evaluulation of 334 million inhabi- the most powerful force in a
and their own psychofogy. He ation, skills, et c~tera."
said that_there are no quick
Stewart also said that
tants. Jabi said that Ruwwad society because of their energy,
Ruwwad has an. impressive
was created to teach the youth creativity, intelligence and
solutions to these problems.
that they can _unite to create a numbers.
Stew~ said Ruwwad is a level of commitment.
better world. He 'said, "it is
positive organization for the
Hisham Jabi, Ruwwad
''The need to see yourself as
director, said in an interview unique for young people in the a change agent will help to shift
youth.
"The
organization's published in the Wmter 2008 · West Bank and Gaza to belong - the paradigm of youth as
to a nonviolent movement."
unique model lets youth edition of EDC's newsletter
causers of problems to youth as
design, implement, lead and Update that "I believe this is
Jabi mentions that as ayoung problem solvers."
evaluate community service the age of young people in the
initiatives," he sliid, "this Arab world. Not oil. Not dotallows the development of com. Youth." Jabi also said
le~dership, communication, that Palestine has 200 million
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Transfer students keep oncommg
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

•
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UCF professor studies Palestinian·youth
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ENROLLMENT STATISTICS.

Fall 2007
Fall 2005
Fall 2006
45,090
46,907
+4.03%
48,699
+3.82%
Overall enrollment
Despite having capped
4,137
4,115
-0.53%
4,034
-2.00%
freshman admissions for
3,257
3,628
+11.39% 3,912
+7.8%
this semester at last year's
3.62
3.68
+1.66%
3.73
+1.36%
rate, UCF has not curbed
595
609
+2.35%
616
+1.15%
the admission of students
transferring from local
582
592
+l.72%
601
+l.52%
community colleges to
25.8
Avera eACT Score
25
+3.2%
26
+ 0 .77%
pursue
a
bachelor's
Although UCF has capped freshmen enrollment this ·semester, there was no cap on admitting transfer students, affecting overall enrollment.
degree.
The influx of transfer
students has resulted in UCF's Sanford/Lake Mary' project to follow in August find themselves taking the
higher required
test campus.
sure-fire community college
2010.
scores for those who
Both will be finished in route for those respective fall
The Valenc.i a construction
enroll traditionally.
_is scheduled to be completed time to accept the increasing semesters after failing to
Overall enrollment has by August 2009, with the sec number of students who may meet UCF's rising standards.
increased but at a slower
pace than before, having
risen by 4.03 percent in
fall of 2006 and then 3.82
percent in 2007.
However,
freshmen
enrollment has decreased
at an faster pace, dropping
) 0.53 percent in 2006 and
then 2 percent in 20oz as ,
more and more c o ~ ty college students' have
been guaranteed acceptance into· UCF.
As such, higher test
scores and grade point
averages are now requg:..ed
for ,traditional fresliinen
acceptance than ever
before.
J,
The average GPA of
2005 was 3.62, while 2007
saw it grow to 3.73. SAT
and ACT score averages
have similarly risen
For the past two years,
SAT math scores have
gone from 595 to 616, SAT
Verbal scores have gone
from 582 to 601, and ACT
scores have gone from 25
to 26.
Florida's statewide 2+2
agreement
guarantees
enrollment for any twoyear community colleg~
graduate to one of its 11
. state universities.
However, the DirectConnect program has
ensured those who attend
or have already graduated
,, from
nearby community
colleges, such as Brevard,
Lake-Sumter, Seminole
and Valencia, enrollment
specifically into UCF.
At a student forum held
9n campus last November,
Provost Terry Hickey said
that "UCF takes in more
transfer students than any
other state university."
According to a July 21,
2008 press release, more
than 40 percent of UCF's
transfer students come
from Valencia.
UCF and Valencia
began construction on a
$23 million joint-use
building on Vale:o.cia's
west campus.
UCF has similarly partnered with Seminole
Community College to
construct a $33 million
multi-purpose center at
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Author's early life fuels creativity of the ·presentLeonidas Trujillo. Her father
became part of an underpeople around the world, we ground movement to overhave the opportQD.ity and throw the dictator, and once it
privilege to be in charge of our had been discovered they had
to leave. Three months later
own story," she said.
Alvarez showed pictures of the Mirabal sisters, the herothe school she and her hus- ines of In the Time of the Butband founded in the Domini- terflies, were murdered on
can Alps on a farm called Alta their way home from visiting
their imprisoned husbands.
Gracia, or "high grace."
Arriving in the U.S., she
The teachers, students she
recruited from her classes at lost her country, her family
Middlebury College, don't structure, her economic secucreate extensive lesson plans rity and her language; living in
or carefully calculated activi- a time where those who were
ties - they elaborate off of the different weren't embraced or
imagination and curiosity· of wanted. She struggled with a
their pupils. The tuition to language and a culture she
attend the school is a pebble, didn't understand.
"The ,hardest thing was
used to pave the dirt road.
Very much like the p~bble in learning this English lanher shoe that Alvarez continu- guage: Not just English, but
ally referred to when she wanting to belong and ~simidescribed the feeling she gets late,''. Alvare~ said. "It was the
way people didn't express
about story ideas.
"College is when you begin feelings in how they talked."
She said she spent time in
your own narrative of who you
really are. Which can be found front of her mirror, practicing
in what is read, interactions her English while making
with others, your reflections gr4n,, serious faces, mimicking
and your articulations ·of your Americans.
"It's those hard moments
own story," Alvarez depicts the
self-realization that talces place that become opportunity for
during college, how most stu- expansion and creation," she
dents are on the quest to find said.
.
Alvarez discovered books,
themselves.
An important guideline where everyone was welcome
that Alvarez noted is that it's and no one left out. She
scientifically proven that all became a reader and the more
human beings are 99.9 percent she read, the more she longed
the same. Any difference is to become a writer.
Alvarez described how the .
rooted in a one-tenth of a petcent, s4e said. Alvarez said poem "I, Too, Sing America"
that 0.1 percent. that is your· by Langston Hughes was like
very own, t);tat only you can a little light inside of her. This
declare, as implied in the title poem by a black writer, writof her autobiographical novel, ten in a time when most black
writers were not accepted in
Something to Declare.
Alvarez spoke of the influ- the literary world, kept alive
ential women in her life, her ' in her the possibility that she
family, who were artists in the too would be able to sing
kitchen, in the garden aµd in America some day.
their households, who thrived
Alvarez concluded her
on perfection. It was from her speech with a photograph of
tribal family full of characters the Mayan weavers, their
and storytellers, not literary entire bodies tangled up in a
people, that Alvarez learned mess of string. Every day she
how to tell a story.
prays the prayer of the
At age 10, her family moved weavers.
"Grant me the iptelligence
to New York City, fleeing the
Dominican Republic and the · and patience to find the patdict,atorship
of
Rafael tern."
FROM

Al

Author Julia Alvarez, above,
signs books for fans outside
the Pegasus Ballroofu at the
Student Union attef giving
an hour-long speech and
question-and-ansyter
session. Left, the ~uthor
signs books for a lpng line
of fans in the Barnes &
Noble Bookstore at UCF
Monday morning. Alvarez is ·
perhaps-best-known for her
novel In the Time of
Butterflies, which was
turned into a movje. ·
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·Monday, 10120
6pm.,.10pm

T~ursday, October 9th

10:00am to 2:00pm

Tuesday,_.10121

1st floor Patio. across from leisure Pool

1pm-5i:im

Join in the effort to help reduce the stigma associ~ted
with mental health and learn what a difference a friend
can make to someone with a mental hea1th issue.
National · rganizations Presenting:
American Foundation of Suicide Prevention
Mental Health Association of Central Florida {MHACF)

NAMI

~
~

C>Liokloot

~Points

Tuesday, 10121

. ~,

6pm-10pm

Saturday, 1012s
1Oam-2pm

!I

at the Courtyard
by Marriott UCF
.

--

Comprehensive program $795

including material$

. -

_Camt,us Pa, · e s.
Counseling Center
Health Services
Recreation and Wellness Center

Student
Volunteer
Opportunities!
Contact Teresa Chmelir at
· 407.823.2811 or
tmichael@mail.ucf.edu

· Community Pa r,ers·
White Picket Fence Counseling Center
, Longwood Healing Center & Spa

Special Guest Speake Miss City Beautiful 2Q08

1

11:00am to12:30pm - • tudent u u>n Cape florida Room 316AB

•

-~=
~

glinkloot

•

::Points

Ashley Panaggio has joined with MHACF
as a spokeswoman for their campaign
"What a Difference a Friend Makes." As a
college student who went through
depression, Ashley is able to relate to the
campaign's objective, to educate young
people about how important their roles
are in supporting their friends wh~n they
are diagnosed with a mental illness.
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If all goes accorcfuig to
AASHE
should launch
STARS version LO for the fall
2009 semester.
Under the current program, data collecting and
campus ratings are done
based on each school's aggregate activities. The campus
may raise its sustainability rating through three categories:
curriculum and research,
operations and administra• ti.on and finance.
Within each category lies
various subsections; for
example, the operations' rating can be enhanced through
eco-friendly purchasing and
building, arid the administration and finance rating can be
increased by environmentally
friendly investment and planning.
Each year the school will
collect data in these fields and
submit it to the STARS organ. izati.on.
The school then receives a
rating that shows the areas
where they are succ~ssfully
maintaining environmentally
sound standards as well as
. deficient areas. This allows
the schools .to prioritize their
. sustainability efforts.
If, for exaµiple, UCFs educational curriculum were
properly promoting sustainability but its operations
revealed environmentally
detrimental building, this
would show up in its STARS
rating. Upon receiving the rating, the school· could then
refocus its . sustainability
efforts and allocate its

•l

•
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resources, thus ensuring
future eco-friendly building
while maintaining its current
eco-friendly educational
riculum. If this were done
effectively, the ,next STARS
rating wpuld increase, thus,
reflecting
the
schools
improvements.
Laura Matson, AASHE's
STARS program . manager,
said, "The goals c;,f the program are to provi\ie a guide or
a roadmap to achieve sustainability for colleges and univer. sities, to recognize sustainability leadership, and to
provide a comprehensive system that has transparent metrics."
By using such a "roa$la,p"
UCF and other colleges and
universities can increase their
environmentally
friendly
standards while · reducing
waste and emissions eve_ry
year. Furthermore, these yearby-year histories can be
shared, and struggling universities can use the information
and examples set forth by
more successful universities.
· Alaina Bernard, UCF's
STARS program coordinator,
said that UCF has, ''Not discussed formal commitments
to tJiis program past the pilot
phase," but ''There is no cost
·i n participating in th.e current
program because UCF is a
pilot campus."
'We will use the results of
this program to create a summ,ary of what UCF is doing to
support
sustainability,"
. Bernard said. 'We hope to
generat'e a report from this
1:iata to share with the campus
and the community:•

cur-

Al

charges - one for the spitting and a second for .t he
police she was running at pushing.
aboµt 8:30 p.m.
No further information is
- Roop said that they available at this time, but
attempted to have the Orange police continue to follow
County Sheriff's Department active leads in the case.
UCF police are asking
create a composite sketch of
the man, but were unable to.
anyone with information to
"It just happened so fast," call 407-823-5555.
Roop said. "It's-unfortunate
If jogging on or off cam. because she was not able to pm;, UCF police suggest
provide any details for a doing so with a friend. Some
sketch to be made."
other tips include: avoiding
According to the incident jogging after dark, staying in
report, the woman scraped f~ar and well-lit areas,
her hands and knees from the avoiding alleys and bushes,
· fall. The incident report notes staying midpoint between
that her knees were bleeding curbs and buildings and
· upon the police's arrival to telling someone where you
her dorm, roonL
are going and when you will
According to the report, return.
the woman said she had no ·
It's also recommended to
idea who the man was that carry a cell phone·and to not
pushed her and she is willing wear a portable music device,
to pmsecute. If caught, the which can be a distraction.
suspect will face two counts
For more safety tips, visit
of misdemeanor
battery www.police.ucf.edu.

..
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dent government, and I think
·it's unfortunate," Schumacher
said. "The student body is losing out."
Seven members of the '
Elections Commission sat at
the·front of the hearing room,
while more than 40 people
crammed into the audience
area.
The Golden Ticket filed a
series of complaints against
the Real UCF ticket concerning their Web site.
During the three days of
voting, the Real UCF Ticket
usecl a Web site made by
Shane Chism. who was run-·
ning unopposed for College of
Engineering Seat 3. The Web
site had a link that would lead
to my.uc£edu, where students
electronically voted.
·The controv~rsy came
because of a red banner that
stayed at the top of the site.
The banner had the Real
UCF logo and a fo;t of that
ticket's candidates ~ from
voter's preselected college.
The Golden Ticket took
issue with this, saying that it
violated election statute 605.6
F, which states: ''No individuai
shall coerce • or · otherwise
influence another while they
are in the process of filling out
their ballot by any physical or
electronic means."
·
They filed a series of complaints against the candidates
in 'the Real UCF Ticket who
they felt knew about and
exploited the use of the banner. ·
During the hearing, Klein
was selected to be the represehtative for the Real UCF
Ticket.
Klein argued . that the
statute in question was wri.t ten to prevent a campaigner
from forcing or limiting,yoting
options, and had nothing to do
with a banner on a Web site.
'We never limited any voters choice in this election,"
Klein said to the commission.
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For ·m ore information
pl~ase visit our website:

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

•

Incentives • Up to _$15,000 tuitio~ per year
include· • $900 ,n textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)
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• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
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For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edt1
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. Chism, who designed the Chief Elections Commissiori- to a laptop at a non-neutral
banner in question, also talked er Sean Hughes questioned voting station was not a violaabout the work that went into the motivations behind the tic;,n of the statutes.
making sure the banner did Golden Ticket filing the comSetting the precedent that
not look official.
plaint in the first place,
banners on Web sites are
"During the. designing ~- 'What are you trying to g~t acceptable is a positive step in
process I was very, very spe~ out' of this violation hearing?" campaigning, Klein said.
cific on making sure that thes~ Hughes asked.
"I think it's an important
color combinations were difSchumacher said that fair- precedent to say that the votferent, because I did not want ' ness and competitiveness ers should be educated before
anyone ·to misrepresent what throughout the election was they come to a voting poll to
we were representing as his. motivation, not winning or vote," Klein said. "The Real
opposed to what my.ucf.edu losing. ·
·
UCF Ticket didn't force anywas representing," · Chism
"I have nothing to gain one to vote for the candidates
said.
here," • Schumacher · said. listed, it was basically the Web
Schumacher argued that 'Wether I am in Student Gov- site was able to tell them about
while he doesn't think the emment or not is irrelevant, I our platform, our endorseReal UCF Ticket coerced any~ would niuch rather have a fair ments·, and then there they
one into voting for them, they election here on the UCF had the option to vote through ·
did influence, which is also · campus semester in and out Web site."
against the statute.
· ·
· semester out."
'
Schumacher, who lost his
· "If you weren't trying fo
the end, the Elections campaign this year, said he
influence anyone there was no Commission voted in a similar wants to ·c ontinue running for
need for the banner," Schu- precedent with a violations Se~te but is discouraged.
macher said "That's the only . hearing that happened during
"There's a lot of things rd
reason that you put that ban- the 2008 SGA Presidential like to · change, but if they
ner up there, was to influence election.
. aren't going to follow · the
them."
During that hearing, it was rules, then I don't know how
During the final question- determined that physically I'm going to change them,"
ing of the accusing party, taping an informational card Schumacher said.
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In this file photo, members ofthe Real UCF ticket celebrate after the Senate elections. SGA ruled 0-7 that the ticket's Web site was not in violation.
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UCF senior Stephanie Serna attempts to set up a shot while ECU's Erica Banning, 5, and Melissa Zentner go for the block. Serna led the Knights with 20 kills against the Pirates in what was UCF's second consecutive 5-set victory.
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RYAN BASS
Staff Writer
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Knights drop first two sets, win epic third se~,
defeat conference rival East Carolina in five

The tears streaming down
ECU
volleyball · player
Stephanie Turner's face after
Sunday's match told the story
that afternoon.
The Knights' five-set
comeback victory over the
Pirates might not have been
the best match they played all
season, but it was definitely
the most emotional.
Head coach Todd Dagenais
and . his Knights used a
thrilling third set to spark the
comeback victory over the
Pirates 3-2 (21-25, 20-25, 34-32,
25-18 and 15-13) at The Venue.
"This is certainly the most
emotional match we hav~ had
so far," Dagenais said "I don't
know if it was the most exciting, but it was the most emotional"
Down 2-0 in the 'match, the
Knights needed a push in the
third set to try to keep their
hopes alive. With ECU at
match point up 24-22, the

•

Knights used back-to.'.'back
kills from Erin Campbell and
Stephanie Serna to even the
score at 24. UCF ' and ECU
each had match points
through the next couple of
serves, with the Knights even- ,
tually tying the set once again
at 31 off a Campbell kill.
UCF eventually took the
lead, but the Pirates evened
the score again. The Knights
weren't going to let this one
slip away as Dagenais substituted Serna back in the match
with UCF up 33-32. With one
swift move of her arm, Serna
secured the winning kill.
"I just knew my team
deserved the best from me,"
Serna said about being subbed
back into the match. "I wasn't
going to let everyone down.
Everyone had worked so hard
while I was on the bench. I
knew ·that when I came in, I
PLEASE SEE
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UCF ON A9

Late goal earns Knights a tie versus ECU
WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

•

•
•
•

Despite two disallowed goals
and a missed penalty kick, the
UCF Women's Soccer team got
the game-tying goal with 61 seconds left in regulation to earn a 1-1
tie against East Carolina on
Sunday at home.
·
The UCF goal was assisted by
Yvonne George and came from an
unlikely hero as Lauren Halbert
delivered in her first appearance
of the season to force overtime.
"It was exciting," Halbert said
''Yvonne did all the work and I just
happened to be in the right place
at the right time. I thought we
were getting close. We kept pushing for it and kept getting shots
andcorners. · ·
"It was just our time. We had
two goals taken away from us
and we deserved to score.· We
worked so hard the whole game
and I was just glad I could put it

a missed penalty kick early in the
second half and a George shot
that nailed the outside comer of
the crossbar. "Obviously, the missed PK,
Becca [Thomas] usually buries
those, but we've got to make better
decisions
sometimes,''
Cromwell said "I could tell thert::
was a little hesitation there [with
the penalty kicks] and In~ to
make the decision to have someone else take it fll take that one. I
should have put someone else on
the ball"
• .
To open the game, ECU pressured the Knights' ball carriers
hard, leaving little room to make
passes. Most of the Knights' first
half shots were either high or
wide, and they forced Pirates
goalie Amber Campbell to make
only one save on 10 shots.
The action in second half was
completely different as the sec-

NEWSlONOTE
· STILL UNBLEMISHED

Lauren Halbert's.goal in the waning
minutes against East Carolina not only got
the Knights a tie against the Pirates, but
also kept UCF unbeaten against ECU.The
• Knights lead the all-time series at 4-0-2.
UP NEXT

The Knights will travel for two matches this
weekend, including a Sunday meeting with
the current second-best team in C-USA,
Colorado(ollege.

away for us."
It didn't appear like UCF
would be able to finally put the
ball in the net, but the Knights
were attacking ,hard to get the
equalizer. Earlier in the game, the
Knights had a pair of goals nullified due to offsides penalties,
which had the UCF coaches
screaming at the top of their

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL-FLORIDA fUTURE

Junior Emily Maynard recorded 3 shots and 1 shot on goal during Sunday's match against ECU.

lungs.

.

'We were definitely robbed on
the one offsides call at our end,
but I couldn't tell with the one in
the first half," UCF head coach

Amanda Cromwell said"... When
I watch the film I think I'm going
to be pretty angry." .
UCF also missed on several
sure goal opportunities, including

PLEASE SEE
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Woman's Golf

Knights take 11th place
at Tar Heel Invitational
DIANA ROJAS
Contributing Writer

f)
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)

UCF senior Jenny Heppert blocks a kill attempt from ECU's Hannah Fenker during Sunday's match. Heppert has 56 blocks this season.

UCF fights off elimination
FROM

)

)

AS

needed to join that, put up big
swings and side out so we can
go to the other side of the
court and take this to five
games."
_
The Knights (12-6 overall,
4-1 in C-USA) used that
momentum to capture game
four - 25-18 - to force the
match into an elimination set.
UCF never trailed in thefinal set, with Heppert securing the winning kill and the
entire team falling to the floor
in excitement.
'We just came out strong,"
UCF's Janine Williams said
about her team's third, fourth
and fifth set efforts. "We
always wanted it, that wasn't a
question, and the fact that we
went out strong in the third
game and just stayed with it
[was big]. The momentum
was huge for us."
It was so crazy of a match,
that Dagenais didn't even
lmow his team had won after
the fifth set. He was so worried about the next play, that
he lost track of the score of
the match.
"I had no clue we won the
match,'' Dagenais said. "For
some reason, I thought the
match was tied when they
served to us and we got the
side out. I was so intensely
locked in to the next rotation
for them and what they were
going to do that I honestly lost
track of the score."
Four players recorded double digit kills for UCF, with
Serna securing a team-high
20.
Serna had added incentive
in the match. As one of the

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
FIRST AT HOME

KILLING THEM SOFTLY

With wins versus Marshall and East
Carolina, UCF got its first Conference
USA weekend home sweep ever.

UCF's Stephanie Serna notched 20 kills
versus East Carolina on Sunday. She is
second on the team with 325 kills.

TOP SITTER
Sophomore setter Lauren Rosenthal
was named C-USA Setter of the Week
on Monday. She recorded 133 assists
for the Knights this past weekend.

The Knights will complete theirfourmatch homestand versus Memphis on
Friday and the conference's top team,
UAB, on Sunday. .

The UCF Women's Golf
team had a decent weekend in ·
Chapel Hill, N.C., finishing 11th
out of 18 teams at the Tar Heel
Invitational at the par-72 UNC
Finley Golf Course,
In her season debut, sophomore Katie Detlefsen set the
tone for the Knights in the first
round on Friday by shooting a
3-over-par 75. Just one stroke
behind Detlefsen was freshman Marika Lendl with a 4over-par 76 while senior May
Tomimbang recorded a 5-overpar 77.
The Knights shot a 21-overpar 309, which placed-them in
11th of 18 teams after the first
round, tied with No. 21 Michigan State.
No. 8 Virginia and No. 23
Wake Forest shared the first
round lead at 6-over-par 294.
Lendl carded the best score
of any Knight with a 2-underpar 70 in the second round. the
Knights stood in 12th place
after firing a second-round 306
The Knights' only underpar round came from Lendl.
Her 70 on Saturday marked the
second under-par round of her
young career and tied for the

KATIE DETLEFSEN

Class:

Class:

Sophomore

Freshman

In Chapel Hill:

In Chapel Hill:
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She was the top finisher for the Knights,
shooting rounds of
76, 70 and 78 during
a 17th-place finish.

second-lowest round on Saturday out of the 91-golfer field.
Through two rounds, she was
in sixth with a 2-over-par 146.
Senior -May Tomimbang
recorded the second-lowest
score for UCF on Saturday
with a 6-over-par 78. Senior
Stephanie Connelly and sophomore Jessy Tang each carded a
79 while Detlefsen shot an 80.
Sunday was the Knights'
best round of the weekend
The team carded a 302, but
UCF could move only one spot
up the leaderboard to finish in
11th place.
Tomimbang had her best
round of the tournament Sunday, shooting a 1-over-par 73.
Wake Forest won the tourney by shooting a 12-over-par
876, 12 strokes better than host
and second-place finisher

She finished tied for
48th in the tournament after firing a 5over-par 77 in the
final round.

North Carolina UCF tallied a .
917 for the weekend, improving
each day with rounds of 309,
306 and 302, respectively.
Lendl shot a 78 on Sunday,
but it was good enough to
make her UCF's top finisher.
She tied for 17th overall with an
8-over-par 224.
Tomimbang
was
the
Knights' second-best finisher
with a 12-over-par 228.
Detlefsen shot a 232 and Connelly carded a 234 on the heels
of a final round 74. Tang rounded out the UCF participants
with a 24-over-par 240.
Next on the schedule for the
Knights is the Mercedes Benz
Championship hosted by the
University of Tennessee in
Knoxville. The tournament
will run from Friday through
Sunday.

UP NEXT

Halbert makes most of debut
FROM

returners from last season,
she remembered the match
against ECU last yec3! when
the Knights were the first athletic team to play in the UCF
Arena It was an embarrassing
effort, in which the Knights
fell 3-0.
"I don't lmow if the other
returners were thinking about
that [game], but I was thinking about it," Serna said ''Now
we are in our venue and we
weren't going tp let anything
like that happen again."
Serna and her team had no
doubt the comeback could
happen. They remembered
earlier this season in a match
against SMU in which they
were up 2-0 and the Mustangs
came back and captured the
victory. It was the only loss in
conference play for the
Knights this season and the
toughest loss to swallow to
date.
'We lmew it could be done
because it had been done to
us," Serna said about the
comeback 'We had no doubt
that once we took game three
that now we have to win one
and a half more games to take

MARIKA LENDL

this."
And take it they did. Serna
was on fire all night and Dagenais lmew whom he wanted
Lauren Rosenthal to set during the final points ofthe tlµrd
set.
"I actually told Lauren and
I s~d, 'I don't care where the
pass is, you set Stephanie on
this one,' "·Dagenais said. "She
kind oflooked at me and I just
said go ahead and do it."
It was an exciting weekend
all around for the volleyball
team. On Friday, the Knights
were honored the 1978 undefeated AIAW National Champion team by raising a banner
at The Venue and winning a
thrilling
five-set
match
against Marshall.
On Saturday, the team was
recognized on the field during
the UCF Football game, and
Sunday, the Knights won their
fourth conference game of the
season during family weekend, tying them for first place
in Conference USA
"It ·was fun having the parents here and everything,"
Williams said. "They got their
money's worth, definitely."

AS

ond ofthe two disallowed goals
sparked some offense amid the
coaches' outrage. UCF survived a scare with a near ECU
goal on the counter attack just
seconds later, but the game
remained at 0-0.
UCF controlled the ball a
majority of the second half and
continued to set up scoring
opportunities, but the Knights
just couldn't put one in the net
Pirates were the ones to
score a goal instead. Just minutes after the Knights' missed
penalty kick, ECU delivered
Alexis Foltz received a pass
from Leah Bagonis in the left
side of the box and with plenty
of time to pinpoint her shot,
she put it past UCF goalie Aline
Reis to give her team the 1-0
lead in the 67th minute.
"The key of it is even
though' we had 28 shots, only
eight were on goal." Cromwell
said. "That's not a good percentage. Usually, we have at
least half on goal.
''ECU is a very good defensive team. They're very good
on the ball and they've got a
very good goalkeeper. I think
we need to make the extra pass
and we weren't very composed

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF junior Courtney Whidden had 2shots and 1 shot on goal ve_~us East Carolina._ _

in the attacking third today:•
Then in the 89th minute, the
goal that the Knights had been
getting so close .to obtaining
finally came
George powered down the
wing with the ball on a breakaway. With a couple of Pirate
defenders on her heels, she
sent a pass all the way across
the box to Halbert and from
about 10 yards, out she capitalized with the game-tying goal
as the clock read 1:01. George
collected her sixth assist of the
season and leads the team with
l0points.
The goal forced overtime,

but neither team scored in
either of the extra periods and
the game ended in a 1-1 tie.
"I don't think we were
lucky," Cromwell said. "I think
we deserved a tie. With the
timing of it in the last minute,
it's always a positive. We were
fighting until the end, but I
think we were unlucky not to
be up by that point."
UCF is now 7-3-2 overall
and 2-1-1 in C-USA The
Knights will go on the road for
their next two contests. They
will travel to Texas· to take on
UTEP on Friday, and then Colorado College on Sunday.
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Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
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OUR STANCE

should

(

receive gratitude

·A

s times change and
women continue to
thrive in the workplace,
we find it necessary to emphasize that chivalry, in fact, is not
dead.
Sure, the view of women in
today's society has changed.
They aren't delicate little
flowers incapable of success or
conquering anything outside
the kitchen anymore, but it's
important that manners
remain as important today as
much as they were important
in the 1950s.
Whether they admit it or
not, a lot of women will hold
certain expectations for the
behavior of men, regardless of
how roles have changed
through the years.
Deep down some women
still appreciate and judge men
on their willingness to do
things like open car doors, pay
for a meal or pull their chair
out before sitting at a restaurant; however, they may not
always show this side of themselves.
Unfortunately, these standards are slowly drifting away,
and many men are not participating in these so-called acts
of chivalry.
In turn, women are excusing the fact that men are not
making this effort, thus allowing for the change to occur.
A random student on campus, coincidentally a man, said
that he believes chivalry is
dead to most, but not to all.
He attributed the change to

I .

the fact that he believes people
are simply more concerned
about themselves than they are
of others.
Therefore, men are more
concerned about what they're
getting from a relationship
with a woman, rather than
what they're giving.
We couldn't agree more, but
we also feel there is a little bit
more to the story.
Women aren't completely
innocent in this matt~r either.
Many women feel they
should be treated no differently by a man than he would
treat another man.
Some forms of extreme feminism have actually contributed to this downward spiral.
Because women want to be
·viewed as strong, they insist
they be treated as such.
However, we believe that
women can be strong, powerful people while upholding
standards to the men with
which they are involved.
It is perfectly acceptable for
a woman to expect a man to be
courteous to her, whether it be
by taking her coat and pulling
out her chair, or by simply letting her board the bus first.
But this can lead to a double
standard. Most everyone has
heard the age-old saying that
"the nice guy finishes last."
Many times guys are walked
all over by women.
Again, this is another sign
that chivalry is unfortunately
on the decline.

Women play a distinct role
in the cycle as well, and they
should treat men with the
respect and appreciation they
deserve when they are going
out of their way to cater to
women.
For instance, if a man lets a
woman have his seat on the
shuttle, we feel women have
just as much obligation to
show appreciation for this as
men do to offer it.
When it's all said and done,
it comes down to the fact that
both women and men are to
blame for the slow decline of
chivalry.
Still, we feel that these sorts
of manners don't need to die.
If we all make a conscious
effort, men and women alike,
to restore these values, we may
find living in this world to be a
more tolerable place.
However impossible this
may seem, change can only·
start with the individual.
So consider this your inspiration to engage in a random
act of kindness.
Open the door for the
woman walking up behind you.
Tell your boyfriend thanks
for paying for your ticket to
the movies.
However small these acts
are, in the long run, they make
a difference.
It is our generation that will
shape the standards of the
future, and we surely hope that
everyone will condone a society where chivalry is anywhere
but six feet under.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558. .

Habitat gives back;
we should too
D

•

id you know that almost of the Orlando nonprofit community. As one of 2,100 local
one-third of the world's
affiliates of Habitat Internationpopulation lives in subal, the Orlando chapter has
standard housing?
It's shocking, and most peorecently set in motion one of
ple probably wouldn't have
the biggest condo development
projects in Orlando history.
guessed. In the United States
The development, called
alone, 95 million people are not
Staghorn, is a 3.9-acre site near
living in adequate housing situthe Pine Hills area of West
ations.
It's important to know this, Orlando. Habitat will construct
especially in a time when the 10 buildings with between four
housing market is collapsing and eight townhouses in each.
The total estimated cost is $8
from under our feet and causing
the entire economy to falter million, which might seem
beyond anyone's fathomable extraordinarily low for such a
large venture, but Habitat has
predictions.
One organization, Habitat for secured private-foundation
grants, government grants and
Humanity, is doing its best to
commercial financing to help
avert a complete housing disaster; doing everything possible to pay for the project.
In addition to financial donakeep people from having to live
tions, companies like CHEP and
on the streets or in slums.
HD Supply are donating
Habitat is an international,
employee volunteer hours to
nonprofit organization that,
according to their mission state- the project. The Staghorn develment, "seeks to eliminate pover- opment will ultimately provide
necessary shelter for 58 families.
ty housing and homelessness
Groundbreaking for
from the world, and to make
Staghom will be Oct. 24, and we
decent shelter a matter of conencourage as many students as
science and action."
· possible to volunteer with HabiThe world needs more
tat and watch it grow into a
hands-on groups like Habitat.
more environmentally responsiWe too often sit down and
ble organization this year.
think about our problems but
High rise townhomes are
never actually do anything
likely the next step for Habitat
proactive about them.
because they create less of an
In case you weren't aware,
environmental footprint and
this past Monday was World
conserve undeveloped land.
Habitat Day, which the United
Even on our own campus,
Nations recognizes as the first
there are many students activeMonday of October. The U.N.
ly engaged to help support the
states the day is meant to
community off campus.
"reflect on the state of our
A great example is the Habitowns and cities and the basic
tat chapter that was recently
right to adequate shelter for all.
formed at UCF, which plans to
It is also intended to remind
get involved with the Staghom
the world of its collective
project as soon as possible.
responsibility for the future of
The first meeting was Monthe human habitat."
day night in the Student Union,
Habitat for Humanity has
and even the president of the
long since been an integral part

...

~
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new chapter was taken aback by
the sheer number of students
who showed up and expressed
interest in volunteering.
We think the reason the
Habitat formula is so popular
and successful is because it follows the age-old saying, "If you
give a man a fish, he will eat for
a day; but if you teach a man to
fish, he will eat for a lifetime."
This is why the Orlando
Habitat chapter states that they
offer "a hand up, not a hand
out" to Orlando families in
need. While we respect people
like Bill and Melinda Gates, who
pledge to give their entire fortune to charity after their
deaths, we more admire Mexican business tycoon Carlos
Slim.
Currently the second richest
man in the world, instead of
donating his wealth to charity,
Slim reinvests in more and
more companies in different
industries, thus creating tens of
thousands of jobs that will provide long-term benefits for
poverty-stricken citizens.
Habitat for Humanity is a
real-world example of the kind
of change we really need in this
country.
We need people who aren't
always looking for the next best
way to make a quick buck; people who start a chain of philanthropy by ensuring every Habitat homeowner helps the next
Habitat homeowner build their
house in return for the help
they received on their own
house.
Most importantly, in a world
consumed by greed and corruption, we need more honest people that want nothing more than
to see every man, woman and
child with a sturdy roof over
their heads.
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Prison time for porn
makes me nauseous
was convicted - I swear - but
. To paraphrase one of my
I have watched plenty of
journalism professors, the First
pornography in iny day.
Amendment is the most
From the descriptions I have
important 45 words in the Engread of the films, there was
lish language.
I think it has something to
nothing too outrageous.
do with the whole "establishNo one was cut up, no one
was killed, there were no chiling-the-citizens'-rights" thing.
dren and there were no animals.
And, don't look now, but the
Where is the problem?
government is looking to
But really, it shouldn't matter
restrict your freedom of
PADRICK BREWER
Editor-In-Chief
what the nature of the content
speech.
Paul Little, more commonly
is.
known as Max Hardcore, was sentenced
Why does a case like this even exist? It
Sunday to three years and 10 months in
wasn't a child buying the films. They
federal prison and fined $7,500 for selling weren't snuff films.
It was pornography, plain and simple.
and distributing his films - his pornogWell, maybe not so plain and simple, but
raphy films.
pornography nonetheless.
Apparently, his videos that contained
So now, I guess we can all step out of
vomiting and urination were just too
gross, and he was charged in May with 10 our front doors safe in the knowledge
counts of distributing obscene material
that at least one raunchy filmmaker is
locked behind bars.
through the Internet and through the
Whew. One less thing for me to think
mail.
Little also had to pay a $.7,500 fine for
about during my day.
his company, Max World Entertainment.
The government has a responsibility
to protect us, but I am pretty sure that
So Little has to drop $15,000, serve 46
months in a federal prison, will have
regulating what films I can buy and
three years of probation following his
watch is not really protection.
release and five years of probation for his
It is not anyone's place to tell adults
company.
what they can and cannot do.
All for some skin flicks.
Isn't that part of what is supposed to
According to media reports, Little was make America great? That whole freeflippant regarding the charges throughout dom thing. I don't think it counts as freedom if you aren't, you know, free.
the trial, and U.S. District Judge Susan
Bucklew said he was not apologetic until
Once people start getting prosecuted
the day of his sentencing.
for making movies, what's next?
I would be criticizing the charges, too,
How long untjl you are charged for
if the U.S. government were trying to rail- something you create, something Big
road me for making pom
Brother deems inappropriate?
Not child porn either, but movies with
So yeah, those movies sound pretty
consenting adults.
gross, and it is more than likely that I
How someone can be sent to prison
would never buy and watch them, but
for making a movie, regardless of its conthat doesn't make it illegal.
tent, with adults, who have signed a conIn fact, that you can buy something as
tract to appear in said film, is beyond my
despicable as that makes it right
comprehension.
Little's conviction and sentencing is
The jury had to watch more than eight not justice. It is farce.
hours of pornography. From where rm
It is one huge step in the wrong direcsitting, not a bad day to get jury duty.
tion for this country, and one from which
I haven't seen the videos for which he
I hope we can turn around
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READER VIEWS

Career -SeIVices too
·strict on dress code
I appreciate Career Services at UCF
for trying to help students be successful
in the job market, but I found it rather
hard to get into the career expo on Oct 1
Guidelines said that all students must
wear "propet business attire."
This would include, for a woman, a
skirt or pantsuit, blouse and dress shoes.
Being a graphic design major, I know
from experience that ifyou show up to
an interview dressed like a funeral director you probably won't get the job as art
director.
I bypassed the norm, choosing a colorfully patterned dress, cardigan, and
leather pumps, but when I arrived at the
door, I was turned away from the event
with the comment that I was dressed
inappropriately. When I explained to the
guard that I was an art major and that it
is common in the art world to dress more
creatively for interviews, I was told I had
to leave.
I was determined to not let this guard _
stop me from getting a job. I asked to
speak to someone else in charge, only to
hear I couldn't and that ifl didn't leave,
security would be called Career Services
·needs to be a little more flexible in these
situations.
If a student didn't have or couldn't
afford asuit but was well-groomed,
shouldn't that be enough. How about in
cases such as mine? We have plenty of
creative majors being offered at UCF
such as film, digital media, fine arts and
theater. Do you really expect the imaginative and innovative people of the world
to blend in with the lawyers and doctors?
What is considered "business attire" in
one major may be completely different
from another. So thanks UCF and Career

Services, you may have cost me a job.
- lARA DAMEROW

ARTMAJOR

,1

Palin proves mettle in
besting Biden in debate
After watching the vice presidential
debate, I believe that Sarah Palin came
out on top. She knew her stuff and spoke
directly to the American people. She also
kept her answers short, sweet and to the
.point Sarah Palin stood her ground
Thursday night against a more experienced challenger, Joe Biden, debating the
economy, energy and climate change, and
challenging him on Barack Obama's everchanging position on Iraq.
Palin noted that Biden repeatedly
pointed out that Obama wasn't ready to
be commander in chief, and criticized his
decision to cut off funding for our troops.
Palin said, "... and I know again that you
opposed the move that [Obama] made to
try to cut off funding for the troops and I
respect you for that" Palin brought up
that Biden was one of the biggest critics
of Obama during the primary season,
even stating that "I would be honored to
run with or against John McCain,
because I think the country would be
better off," even going as far as to say to
ABC'S George Stephanopoulos that, "I
think he can be ready, but right now, I
don't believe he is. The presidency is not
something that lends itself to on-the-job
training." And ''I stand by the statement"
This is Obama's running mate telling
us what John McCain and Hillary Clinton
have been telling us for years: that Barack
Obama is not ready to lead the United
States of America.
- HAROLD HEDRICK

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MAJOR
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•
•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
•

'
•

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com
•

WE NEED A DJ!

•

Can you play music and entertain a
crowd? We have an event on UCF
campus and we need a DJ to
entertain! Traffic of over 2000
students and 40 vendors! Great
Exposure for new talent! Own
equipment required. November 18th
Memory Mall 10am-2pm,
Contact/Send references to:
ryanm@knlghtnewspapers.com or
trishai@knlghtnewspapers.com I

Autism Teacher/Play Therapist
Needed
PT,Flexible Hours, Teaching our 4
year old special needs child In our
home. Will train, Good Pay. Call
Debbie at 513-313-7779 or 407-3655857.

Dance Teacher .Needed
to teach classes in Jazz, Hip Hop.Tap
or Lyrical. Beg-advanced,childrenadult. Gymnastics coach also needed.
Exp. and ref. required. Call 321-3834075
Exp_ babysitter for 8 y/o girl, 6 y/o boy
& 4 month old in Winter Park. Saturday
nights and flex. weekdays. Light
housekeeping a plus. Must drive a 4
door car. Please email resume/hrs of
avail. to ronadesign@cfl.rr.com.
Ref. Req.
·

Translators Sought

•
•

RATES

.!!cm

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
4QO Services

500 Announ<ements

600 Travel'
700- Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B
A
A
B
A
B

B
B
B

for English to Arabic and Hindi.
Excellent language skills required. For
information contact
bookofcontext@aol.com.
Advantage Personnel is looking to fill
Full & Part Time positions in Customer
Service tor more info.
Call 1-888-315-9403
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.U~Fnews.com/classified

•

..

DIGITAL SALES POSITION

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED

OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible for the
sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL.
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractl:lal
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to research and
understand . advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising
objectives.

MALE OR FEMALE
Two rooms available In a 3/2 house.
ALL UTILITIES INCLD. Bathroom Is
shared. Great for friends.
Located 5 mins fr.om UCF off Dean
Road and University.
Rent - $495 each room
Deposit - $300 each room
Contact Patrick at
407.719.9580
or email jpwaldenJr@hotmall.com

AVALON PARK, 1 room w/private bath
in a 4/3 house. $500/month all utilities
included. Large common areas close
to UCF and Waterford Lakes area. Call
Alex 843-298-2074
Female roommates
5 min; 2.2 mi from UCF 5/4 house,
gated community SAFE, CLEAN,
QUIET Utilities incl., furnished,
cable/internet, W/D, Big screen TV
$425-$535 Call 407-765-3487 or 239470-4503
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

MUST SEE!!!

•

•

1 bdrm apt. tor rent with male
roo.m mate. Pegasus Pointe, must be
student. $575/mo. incl. all util. & cable.
Lease take over- will pay fees.
Hank or Stephanie Hays 727-415-6541
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Puzzles by"Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

2

CROSSWORD

~ FOR RENT:
~ Homes
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

1
4. 2 7

3
8

·suldolku

7

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

•

$}3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return ofover 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hoUJS a day

3

Requirements
· Sales experience and high achievers
in selling Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizatiohal skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

llmi
$J.9

First issue:
Each addl issue:
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100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted:General
C
Help Wanted: Part-lime C
HelpWanted:Full-Tune C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
ForRentApartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
ForSale:Homes
B

100
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

•

CLASSIFICATIONS

ACROSS
1 Savageand
Friendly
6 Shade trees
10 Murdered
14 Collar part
15 Hom honk
16 Fisherman's
decoy
17 City on the
Mohawk
18 Nasal
inflammation
20 Giant with a
retired number
22 Delta deposit
23 Movie about
Mozart
27 Ducats
28 Head of a state
30 Engraves
35 Santa _ winds

36 Poet Teasdale
37 Most reticent
38 Mineo and
Maglie
40 Magazine VIPs
42 Computer info
43 Bum slightly
46 Promissory notes
49 Diplomat
Hammarskjold
50 Create charged
particles
51 No longer in use
53 Humerus place
55 Cutoff
56 Public lavatory
61 Bad-mouth
62 Antitheses
64 _Park,CO
68 Tight closure
69 Alone
70 Works
strenuously
71 Mall or broadcast
72 Shed
73 Schnoz
DOWN
Grippe
Snitch
Center starter?
Translate an
encryption
5 Christian and
Helen
6 Allens, briefly
7 Superman's girl

DJ Service
Extensive Selection of Music.
Specializing in Personal and
Business Functions. Special October
Rate of $85 an hour. 407-301-1193
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

1
2
3
4
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@ 2008 Tribune Madia Sarvices, tnc.
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8 'Waterloo
Bridge" painter
Hits the books
Slight of build
Pipe sealant
go bragh'
Sunset direction
"The
Sushi choice
Grafs husband
Grimaldi family's
country
25 King Arthur's
paradise
26 Painful
29 Brit's wireless
31 El_
Gampeador
32 Soccer shot
33 Will contents
34 Put on for show
39 Hindu title
41 Blubbers
44 Old rulers
45 Exceptional
courage
47 Prevfously
owned
9
10
11
12
13
19
21
23
24

sense·

48 Russians, once
52 Practice
session
54 Saying
56 Singer Diana
57 Fencing sword
58 Straddle

59 Tattled

60 Supper, e.g.
63 Cpl.'s supeoor
65 Yucatan uncle
66 "Tetephone Line"
rock grp.
67 Mach topper

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds
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Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
immediately. $900 full or
$450/roommate. Call (407) 247-6423

•
$450/mo plus utilities. Clean & quiet
roommate wanted, shared bathroom,
beautiful house next to UCF owned by
UCF student. 2nd month 1/2 off rent
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified
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GRAB YOUR

•

COUPON BOOK

UCFKNIGHTS

in the student union today
or print your coupons oriline at
www.KnigbtNewspapers.com!

Text stop to end at

any time.

"
•

How Do I Text UCFKNIGHTS to 44636?
4 Sta1't receiving
3. ,,_message
~5:_nd this ~-.co
• UCF Knights
;_:44636
'e¥ (4lNFO).
>

•

/C

Football

Scores!

,;./-'~

<!Central ~foriba ~utuie

•

The Srudent Newspaper at UCF sin«! 1968

~

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alert:s on your cell phone from the Central

.QI Florida Future.just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS, to 44636. For a list of
•

other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you
the know while on the go!
* Carrier text messaging rates apply

can
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EXCLUSIVE UCF STUDENTS, FACULTY & ALUMNI TICKET:

ONLY $32

* • Valid for admission on Sunday, October 19th

• Early park admission to Universal's Islands of Adventure® starting at 4pm
• FREE admission** to select Universal CityWalk®clubs.
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